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Abstract

ln continuous archwire therapy initiaì al ignment of mala-

ìigned teeth is usually carried out with the use of round low-

modulus archwires. Previous experimentaì evidence shows, hoþ'rever,

that these archwires (l) frequentìy generate unacceptably high

forces, (2) offer no control over bucco-l ingual tipping of teeth'

and (3) cause significant movement of adjacent teeth which should

serve as anchorage.

The present in vitro study was performed to investigate the

possibi I ities of improving force and moment control on both the

malal igned and the anchorage teeth by using muìti looped archwires

fabricated from rectangular wires. The three dimensional force

and moment system generated by such archwi res at the center of

resistance of a selected tooth was measured at a given activation

level. The fol lowing concìusions were drawn from the results of

th ¡ s study:

(ì) Straight rectangular archwires when used in initial aì ignment

provide poor control over bucco-l ingual t¡pping of teeth.

(2) Loops in a rectanguìar archwire can provide good control over

bucco-l ingual tipping of teeth. The amount of improvement

depends on the size and geometry of the loops.

(3) Wi th looped archwi res fabr icated from stai nless steel i t i s

possibìe to create lower forces than with straight low-

modulus wi res.

(l{) The rigidity of the archwire in the anchorage area relative

to the loops in the active area greatly decreases the



expected amount of movement of the anchorage teeth.

The super ior mechanical performance of looped archwi res war-

rants efforts to overcome the d¡ff¡cuìties of precise fabrication

and placement that such wires present in practice.
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I ntroduct i on

ln modern orthodontics continuous archwire mechanotherapy is

commonly used. Various techniques have been developed to al low

initiaì engagement of the wire into the brackets. These techni-

ques range from i.ncorporating loops and bends into the wire to

accomodate severe ma I a I i gnments to stra i ght wi re techn i ques

employing triple control brackets. ln triple control appl iances

the desired amount of torque angulation and offset are bui lt into

brackets and no bends are needed in the archwire. Preformed

archwires are tied into edgewise bracket sìots starting with smal I

round flexible wíres and working up to stiff, fuì l-size rectangu-

lar wires. lt is assumed that such a progression of wire sizes

ensures acceptable force levels to be maintained throughout the

treatment.

There is I ¡ttle exper¡mental evidence which quantifies the

force systems appl ied on teeth with an edgewise appl iance. Every

tooth tied into the archwire bears a certain amount of force and

the force systems created are statical ly indeterminant. A machine

has been developed which allows a three dimensional assessment of

forces and moments on a tooth and Sullivan (.1982) has used this

machine to study the forces and moments generated in straight wire

therapy. Sull ivan¡s work suggests that the force levels with

I ight round wires are unacceptably high. ln addition, round wires

give no direct control over bucco-lingual tipping during' the

bracket al í gnment phase. By i nference rectangul ar wi res wh i ch f i t

tightly into the bracket slots wouìd have to be used to give
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direct control over bucco-lingual tipping during the finishing

phase of treatment. Little is known, however, about the force

del ivery of continuous or ìooped rectangular archwires. Using the

afore mentioned machine the purpose of the present investigation

was to build on information gained by Sutlivan and in particular:

(l) to study the increase of control gained by the use of

rectangular archwires in rectangular bracket sìots,

(2) to study the amount of flexibility which can be gained

in both the bucco-lingual and occluso-gingivaì directions by

the use of ìooPs in the archwire, and

(3) to study force systems acting on teeth when continuous

round archwires are tied ¡nto occluso-gingival ly malal igned

teeth.
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Review of the L i terature

l'lany studies have been performed to f ind optimal force levels

for different types of tooth movement" An optimal force is one

whìch would accompl ish the fastest tooth movement consistent with

acceptable levels of trauma to periodontal tissues. These studies

show lack of agreement on optimum and acceptable force levels but

in general they indicate that forces much above a few hundred

grams when applied on a single tooth are excessive (Reitan, 1957).

Schwartz (19¡Z) suggeited that forces which exceed capi I lary

blood pressure in the periodontal I igament (25 grams per square

centïmeter) should not be used. Ackerman et al. (lg6g) studied

clinically a modification of edgewise technique using light con-

tinuous and interrupted forces. They felt that (l) there is no

single optimal force but a broad range of forces that wiìl produce

the same rate of tooth movement under similar circumstances, and

also that (2) duration of force appl ication is more important

than the magnitude of force.

Sul I ivan (1982) stated that when a straight archwire is tied

i nto ma I a I ï gned brackets the force systems act i ng on teeth are

very compl icated and statical ly indeterminant. The use of round

archwires in edgewise brackets provides no control over bucco-

I ingual aipping of teeth. Undesirable forces and moments are act-

ing not only on the malal igned teeth but also on the adjacent

teeth which serve as anchorage. The forces and moments acting on

adjacent teeth are comparable in magni tude wi th those acting on

malal igned teeth. Thus the control over the final tooth position

is lost"
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The study reported here was aimed at investigating the possi-

b¡lities of improving the force and moment delivery in the initial

alignment of malaligned teeth by the use of loops in a rectangular

archwi re. Hence, the I i terature survey i s subd ivi ded i nto the

fol lowing sections:

Cont i nuous Archwi res

Segmented Archwi res

Looped Archwi res

Rectangul ar Archwi res

Commentary.

Cont i nuous Archwi res

Since the archwires used in orthodontics are intended to be

actívated only within their elastic I imits they shouìd return to

the¡r original form on total deactivation. A continuous arch can

approach a malaligned tooth only by being distorted. When it is

tied into the bracket energy is stored in the wire and will be

deì ivered during deactivation (Steiner, 195Ð. The magnitude of

the force appl ied for a given activat¡on (tne ìoad-deflection rate

of the appì iance) and the distance over which the wire can be

def I ected (ttre range) depend on the Propert i es of the wi re

material, the geometry of the wire and on the constraints to which

i t i s subj ected (Thurow, .l982) 
.

According to Burstone and Koenig (1974) I'the dogma of the

ideaì arch states, that if a w'ire is bent to the shape in which

one would I ike the brackets to. be found at the end of treatment'
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the tooth will move into a position on the ideal arch and thus

produce the desired occlusion." They felt that this concept is

more valid when a very rigid archr^J¡re is used: rrit acts as a mold

and the teeth are slowly displaced towards the desired pos¡tion."

Conversely, increased flexibi I ity of the archwire causes undesira-

ble movements of the teeth adjacent to the malal igned teeth. This

becomes more noticeable þri th continuous archwi res which have (l)

a smaller cross-sect¡on, (2) a great deal of play between the

archwire and the bracket, or (3) added flexibility produced by

loops and other configurations of the wire. Thus any design fac-

tor which tends to reduce the rigidity of the archwire in the

anchorage area wi I I increasingly al low the reciprocal forces to

displace the anchorage teeth

steiner (1953) felt that an ideal continuous archwire should

be flexible enough to store energy wel I and to move malal igned

teeth but it should be rigid enough to stabi ì ize the anchorage

areas and to resÏst environmentaì forces from the lips' the cheeks

and the tongue and especial ly from the occlusion. ln most cases'

however, ho archwire can meet these requirements and a compromise

has to be made either in the flexibility or in the anchorage

requ i rements .

Stoner (1960) analyzed theoretical ly the forces used in

orthodontic practice. According to him the more the wire is

deflected and the shorter the distance between the brackets on the

adjacent teeth, especial ìy on severely maipositioned teeth, the

greater will be the force. This is supported by the work of

Sul I ivan (1982) . His results show that when init¡al al ignment of
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malaligned teeth is done with a cont¡nuous archwire the force lev-

els are significantly higher than is general ly thought even when

the deflections are fairly smal I and when so cal led flexible

archwires (H¡tinol, Tt'14 or multistranded wires) are used. For

example, he found that þJhen the interbracket distances were J mil-

limeters on each side and a 0.40 mil I imeter (O.O16 inch) round

Nitinol wire was activated through 1.5 milìimeters it provided a

force of over 600 grams

I'Jaters et al. ('1981) felt that the force appl ied with a con-

tinuous archwire is directly proportional to the amount of deflec-

tion over a very limited range only. This is caused by the fact

that most wires start to permanently deform at quite small deflec-

tions. Bracket binding caused by the- friction between .the

archwire and the brackets and by possible bends in the archwire

further compl ¡cates the unloading pattern.

llaters et al. (ì975) presented theoretical calculations of

the force levels applied on a malaligned tooth with plain and

looped archwire spans. They made five assumpt¡ons to simpl ify the

calculations: (l) no force was dissipated through interdental

contacts, (2) there was a single point contact between the

bracket and the archwire and no forcewas lost through friction,

(3) the distances between the brackets on the adjacent teeth r.rere

equaì, (4) the wire was deformed elastically, and (5) the span

vras loaded central ly. Although these assumptions cause the model

to differ substantialìy from the real cì inical situations some

conclusions could be drawn. These authors felt that the force

levels created by plain round archwire spans are not significantly
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different for horizontal and vert¡cal deflections. ln symmetrical

situations tying additional teeth into the archwire on either side

of the central span will increase the stiffness of ¡t. The load-

deflection characteristics of the central span are not signifi-

cantly affected by extra constraints after the f¡rst ttJo teeth on

either side.

Creekmore (.l976) analyzed the stiffnesses of round and rec-

tangular archwi re spans using single brackets and extra wide

S i amese brackets. He found that rrl i ght forces and amounts of

tooth movements per adjustment depend more on interbracket width

than archwire size." He calculated that a 50 percent increase in

interbracket w¡dth decreases stiffness 3.37 times for bending and

1.5 times for torsion. He felt , however, that the disadvantage

of using narrow brackets is the loss of rotation and tipping con-

trol. According to Burstone (.l962) and Sul I ivan (.l982) broad

brackets with narrow slots offer more precise controì of tooth

position, but, if they are used force levels with continuous

arches may become excessive even when so called flexible wires are

used. Ì'Jaters et al. (,|975) concluded from their calculations of

the stiffness of plain continuous archwire spans relative to the

length of the span that the stiffness of the archwire sPan greatly

depends on its length and therefore-the w¡dth of the brackets

becomes very significant. lf the wire is ful ly engaged into

brackets 3 miìlimeters wide the stiffness of a span lJ millimeters

long increases 6.4 times compared to the point contacts they

assumed in their theoretical analyses.

I'laters et al . (ì981) stated that unì ike the exper imental



situation, cl inical ly "some protect¡on for the pat¡ent against

excessive force levels may be given by immediate smal I movements

of the teeth within the limit of the periodontal ligament, by dis-

sipation of the force through the interdental contacts, by plastic

deformat i on of the archwi re, by b i nd i ng between the archwi re and

brackets and even by bending of the alveolar process". He sug-

gests, however, that the simple use of cont¡nuous archwires is not

suitable for the initial aì ignment of very irregular teeth, espe-

cial ly if wide brackets are used. Serious consideration should be

given to the use of looped archwires or other techniques in such

cases.

9eomented Archwi res

Burstone (1966) developed his segmented arch technique "in

order that eontinuous forces could be utïlized without the loss of

coRtrolrr" According to him the use of segmented arches makes it

possible to control the tooth movement with known moment to force

ratios and to aim at opt¡mal biologic response by delivery of reì-

at¡vely constant forces at an optimal magnitude.

'tUnl i ke the typ¡ cal cont i nuous archwi re, the segmented arch

usual ly consists of muìtiple wire cross-sections so that varying

wire sizes may be found in different portions of the archil

(Burstone, .l962), lt is possible to use more flexible wire

materials and smal ler cross-sections in the areas where more flex-

ibility is required to accomplish tooth movements. Conversely,

where more rigidity is needed, for better control as in stabiliz-
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ing arches-in the anchorage areas, heavier steel wires can be used

(Burstone, 1962). He suggested that when anchorage areas are sta-

bi I ized with heavier wires and possibly with palatal and I ingual

arches, the tooth movement can be accompl ished by using larger

segments as anchorage. ln this way better control is gained. ln

contrast only the teeth adjacent to the malaligned tooth serve as

anchorage units when a conventional continuous arch is used

(Burstone, 1962 and Sul I ivan, 1982)

When a force is appl ied on a malal igned tooth an opposite

reaction force is developed in the anchorage area. Sufficient

resistance has to be employed there to prevent the anchor teeth

from moving. Begg (1956) originated the concept of "differential

force'r which he describes as a force great enough to move certa¡n

teeth but not great enough to move others. According to Jarabak

and t izzeì (l 972) d i fferenti al iorces are equal and oppos i te

forces which are developed by a single active element in an appli"

ance "

Differential forces are produced by distribution of one force

of a given magnitude over a certain root area and its reciprocal

force over a signif icantly larger root area (l,leinstein, 1967).

According to Burstone (1962) this can be accompl ished by the use

of segmented arch technique" lf the rigidity of the archwire is

maintained in the anchorage area forces are distributed over a

Iarger root area and the force levels on individual teeth would be

below the threshold level and therefore not capable of causing

tooth movement.

Hixon et al. (1969 and ì970) felt that there is no data to
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support the theory of- optimal force and so there is no basis for

the differential force theory" They agree that 'thigher forces per

unit root area increases the rate of biological response." They

feel that rrhigher forces produce more rapid tooth movement but

there are I arge d i fferences between pat i ents. "

l.Jhen continuous archwires are used in multibanded appliances

the d¡stance between brackets on adjacent teeth is I imited. This

results in high load-deflection rat,es (Suì I ivan, .l982) . 0n the

other hand, the segmented arch phi losophy al lows much greater

flexibi I ity in choosing the distance between points of force

appl ication since archwires are not necessari ly tied into adjacent

teeth (Burstone, 1966) .

Looped Archw i res

The pract i ce of the segmented arch techn i que can be

approached by incorporating loops into a continuous archwire to

reduce the stiffness in the areas where ìower Ïoad-deflection

rates are required. lf these looped arches are fabricated in

rigid wire it is possible to control anchorage areas quite pre-

cisely. Thus, using looped arches instead of plain continuous

arches makes it easier to meet the tþro requirements Steiner (lg¡¡)

plaeed on orthodontic archwires which are: (l) enough flexibi l-

ity in active areas and (2) enough rigidity in achorage areas"

Burstone (196.l) tested the load-deflection rates of varíous

orthodontic springs with an instrument incorporating a force gauge

and a flexor tester. He felt that the release of relatively con-
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stant forces depends primari ly on the structural design of the

appl iance and secondly on the mechanical properties of the wire.

Jarabak and Fizzel (1972) stated that by incorporating loops it is

possible to alter the load-deflection characteristics much more

effectively than by varying the wire material or cross-section.

By changing the configuration of the loop ¡t is possible to reduce

the stiffness in the pìane in which more flexibi I ity is required

and maintain the rigidity in the other planes. For example, when

vertical loops are used the flexibi I ity is primari ìy increased in

the horizontal plane.

Aceording to Stoner (1960) any loop will reduce force (load-

deflection rate) and increase the range (maximum elastic deflec-

tion) " The force reduction effected by contouring most loops is

directly related to the increase in the amount of wire between the

brackets. The foree of any loop may be further reduced by coiling

the wire one or more times at the apex. He stated that "the

load-deflection characteristics are dependent on two types of

forces built up in its

(l) The spring of the legs themselves which act as independent

levers and may be activated in any direction at right angles

to its deflection but it may not be defleeted easily through

its length, and

(2) The activïty developed at the curvature of the apex of the

loop. A loop may act as a rigid lever taking deflection at

the apex, oF it may act as an independent spring depending

upon the resiliency of the wire in the loop to give it activ-

ity. Usuaì Iy, the acti.on of any loop is dependent on the
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comb¡nation of the tworr (Stoner, 1960).

The results of l'leador's study (.l982) indicated that selection

of loop design is a very important factor in determining force

systems which wi I I be created at the center of resistance of the

involved teeth" He used the same instrumentation as was used by

Lack (1980). He found that for vertical activations of al ignment

loops low stiffness may be most efficiently attained by addition

of wire in the horizontal plane. Conversely, vert¡cal addition of

wire is most effective in altering the stiffness for horizontal

aet¡vations. Hel ical additions to a loop are of I ¡ttle value in

force control and may result in an increase in spurious moment

magn i tudes.

Waters et al. (ì975) performed a theorectical analysis of the

effectiveness of verticaì loops in a continuous archwire. They

determined the reduction in stiffness in the horizontal and verti-

cal deflections given by such a ì'oop over that provided by a

strai'ght wire. They studied the behavior of two vertical Ioops

symmetrically placed on either side of a malaligned tooth in a

segment involving three teeth. The length of the span was lJ mil-

I imeters, which is the average span ìength in the ìower incisor

area" To simplify the caìculations they made the same assumptions

as when they studied a plain archwire span. They found that when

the loops are deflected into bucco-l ingual direction the vertical

components of the loops bend much more than the horizontal compo-

nents. The base of the loops undergo torsion. The fìexibiìity of

the span for horizontal deflections increased by lengthening the

vertical components of the loops and by widening the base" When
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the length of the vertical components ì^,as increased f rom 6 miìlim-

eters to 7 millimeters the stiffness was reduced by J0 percent"

An increase in the base width from 2 millimeters to 3 millimeters

reduces the span stiffness by 20 percent under horizontal loading"

They stated that when the tooth in the middle is deflected

verticaly (into occluso- gingival direction) bending occurs in the

horizontal components. The width of the loop base is most impor-

tant and the ìength of the vertical components makes only a minor

contribution. They concluded that r¡a multi looped arch wíth verti-

eal loops is always much stiffer in the vertical plane than in the

horizontal pìane.r' Vertical loops are effective in altering the

stiffness of a wire to horizontal deflections wÎth vertical

deflections, however, a looped span of O.l+O millimeter (O.ol6

inch) stainless steel wire is always stiffer than a plain span of

mul ti pl e strand wi re"

l,/aters et al" (1981) characterized archwires for initial

alignment of irregular teeth. ln addition to theoretical analyses

he used a rig and weights to test the load-deflection rates of

various archwire spans" Aecording to his results looped arches

offer better control and more favourable force levels for initial

al ignment of very irregular teeth than continuous flexibìe arches"

This becomes more apparent if wide brackets with narroh, slots are

used to offer more precise control over tooth position" He

thought, however, that looped arches cause more patient discomfort

and are more time consuming to fabricate, "and unless the mechan-

ics of these complex archwires is fully understood, unwanted tooth

movement may be produced both t^/hen the loop is activated and when
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the force di str ibution (the moment to force ratio) changes wi th

tooth movement.rl

Rectanqular Archwi res

Johns (.|953) studied the forces appl ied by different ortho-

dontic appl iances on a palatal ìy displaced maxi I lary lateraì inci-

sor using an eìectric strain gauge. He felt that only with the

use of rectangular archwires in an edgewise appì iance can forces

be appl ied on any tooth in any direction. His results indicate,

however, thatrrwhen stainless steel wires are used in an edgewise

appl iance force levels in al I three orders of bends are higher

than with any other appl iance"" Therefore he felt that continuous

rectangular stainless steel archwires are not suitable for al ign-

ment of severely malal igned teeth"

lîoyers and Bauer (1950) studied the histological changes in

the periodontal I igament of teeth that had been moved orthodonti-

cal ly. His results indicated that the amount of obstruct¡on of

blood supply and thus the rate of bone remodel ing in periodontal

I igament differs depending on the type of tooth movement

attempted. Therefore for example tipp¡ng and extrusion are more

easi ìy carried out than bodi ly movement and intrusion" Halderson

et al. (.|953) felt that it is most d¡ff¡cult to predict the exact

direction and amount of tooth movement achieved by a rectangular

archwire. This was based on the data of f,loyers and Bauer (1950).

ln order to make the ìoad-deflection characteristics of rec-

t,angular st,a inìess steel arches more f avourable Carey (1956)
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developed laminated edgewise and ribbon arches. The rationaTe

behind his I'double edgewise" and rrdouble ribbonrr is that when the

archwi re was spl i t i nto two each hal f would d¡ stort equal ly under

the same load. An archwire divided vertical ly would deflect hori-

zontal Iy eight times as much as an undivided arch. Accord¡ng to

him it would provide more control for bucco-lingual tipping than a

round archwire. His laminated arches were not experimentaìly

tested.

Burstone (lgBl) stated that a rectangular archwire provides

better coRtrol during the initial al ignment of irregular teeth

than a round archwire. He studied the elastic properties of vari-

ous orthodontic archwire materials. Based on his studies he

developed his concept of rtvariable modulous orthdontics."

According to this concept the wire material should be changed.

instead of changing from smal ler to Iarger cross-sections using

the same wire material during the progressive steps of orthodontic

treatment. This would al low the use of rectangular archwires dur-

ing the entire treatment"

But as already mentioned Sullivan's (1982) results indicate

that when continuous arches are used for initial al ignment of

severely malal igned teeth the force levels created even with round

flexible wires are excessive. Changing from round to rectangular

wire cross-section makes the force levels even higher. So,

inspite, of their potential to provide better control of bucco-

I ingual tipping of the teeth commercial ly avai lable rectangular

wires are seldom suitable for initial al ignment.

The abi ì ity of a continuous arch to return to its original
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configuration after it has been engaged into the bracket on a

malaìigned tooth depends on its ability to slide through the

brackets on the adjacent teeth (Jarabak and Fizzel' 1972 and

Sul I ivan, 1982) . Therefor.e the use of larger rectangular wires

which fit tightly into the bracket. slots is undesirable during the

initial al ignment with straight archwires.

Commentarv

Edgewise appliances with continuous stra¡ght archwires are

the most commonly used technique in modern orthodontics. However,

there is I ittle experimental evidence to describe the force sys-

tems applied on teeth when this technique is used.

Studies done on optimal force ìevels for tooth movement show

ìack of agreement but it can be concluded that forces should not

exceed a few hundred grams on a single tooth. When continuous

straight archwires are used for initial al ignment of severeìy

mal al i gned teeth force ì evel s are often excess ive even when so

caì ìed low modulus archwires are used. ln many cases the elastic

limits of wires are exceeded and they are permanently distorted.

Ì.lhen a tooth is tied into a continuous archwire ¡t is seldom

undergoing one single tyPe of movement. Round archwires provide

no control over bucco--l ingual tipping of teeth but even when rec-

tangular archwires are used it is more difficuìt to predict the

exact amount and direction of tooth movement. Therefore the tooth

movement achieved can be quite different from that which is

intended especially during initial alignment when the distances
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over which the forces are active are fairly large. The teeth

adjacent to malaligned teeth automatically serve as anchorage and

large forces and moments are acting on them as well. Thus control

over the final tooth position is lost.

By incorporating loops into rigid archwires forces ean be

reduced and range increased in the areas where more fìexibility is

needed to accompl ish tooth movement whi ìe rigidity, can be main-

tained in the anchorage areas. Therefore initial al ignment with

multilooped archwires Ì^rould al low the use of tightly f itting rec-

tangu I ar archwi res i n edgewi se brackets to ga i n better control

over tooth movement.

The purpose of the present study was to find out if the tra-

ditional multi Ìooped archwires fabricated from rectangular wires

provide better control and lower force levels than round low modu-

lus archwires in the initial al ignment of malal igned teeth.
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I'later ial s and llethods

I ntroduct i on

The data for this investigation was obtained using instrumen-

tat¡on simi lar to that used by Sul I ivan (1982) except for the

activation system which was modified to al low the testing of rec-

tangular as wel I as round wires. lt consisted of three compo-

nents:

a measuring system,

a data acquisition system, and

a mi ni computer.

The instrumentation is shown in Figure l. Because the meas-

uring system does not alìow the. model teeth to t¡p, the torsional

stiffness of the rectangular wires and loops were tested in sepa-

rate exper iments

lleasur inq Svstem

The measuring system makes use of six transducers arranged in

a geometr¡cal configuration which permits the computation of three

forces and moments by a rrl inear combinat¡on of the six transducer

responsesr' (Paquien, 1978) .

The measuring instrument consists of four parts: the frame,

an internal, suspended ringn a central triangular block and an

electromagnetic vibrator (Figure 2). The relationship between the

axes of the measuring system and those of the measured tooth were

the same as described by Sullivan (1982). lt is shown in Figure
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Fiqure l. General Úiew of the instrumentation.
l. Measurinq system
2" Data acquisition sYstem
3. l'ljnicomnuter

l 32
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Ficlure 2. The measurinf! instrument"

t . lleasured tooth
2. Triangular block
3. Susnended rino
4. Frame
5. Linear voìtaoe disnlacment

transducer
6. Adiustment screw
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3. The measuring instrument determines the forces and moments

exerted at the center or resistance of the measured tooth. To

this end the center of measurement of the measuring system and the

center of resistance of the measured tooth are coincident. The

perpendicular distance between the center of resistance and the

bracket on the measured tooth is 4.2 mi ll imeters in the horizon-

tal, buccal direction and 12.5 mi I I imeters in the vertical, occlu-

sal di rection"

Two types of transducers are used, type A and type B. The

type A transducers are attached to the central triangular block

and are free to sl ide horizontal ly through their contacts located

on the suspended ring. They measure horizontal forces and the

pi-voting moment. The type B transducers are attached to the frame

and to the suspending ring. They measure vertical forces and tip-

pi ng moments.

The instrument has a maximum force range of ì000 grams and a

maximum moment range of 23,000 gram-mi I I imeters. The accuracy of

the measurements was confirmed, using dead weight cal ibration

method, to be within plus or minus three percent of maximum force

or moment levels.

Data Acquisi tion Svstem

The data acquisition system is uti I ized to measure the elec-

trical outputs of the transducers in the measuring instrument. lt

possesses a scanner which allows the sequential measurement of the

transducer outputs to be made in about one second. These forces
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are relayed to the computer to allow the calculation of the forces

and moments generated when the measuring instrumentation is loaded

(Lack, l98o).

l,lin icomputer

The mi n i computer i s a Hewl ett-Packard 98304 i nterfaced wi th

an x-y plotter, â pFinter, a recording system, and the data acqui-

sition system. lt was used to col lect, calculate, store and pres-

ent the data.

Computer Proorams

l'lod i f ied vers ions of the tr^ro computer programs wr i tten by

l,lcLachlan (1979) were utiìized in this study. They were s¡mitar

to those úsed by Sullivan (1982). Both programs urere written in

BASIC, and consisted of a data acquisition program and a data

analysis program.

The data acquisition program was used to col lect data from

the transducers and also to control the data collection. lt also

provided a graphic display of one variable (for example, the total

force generated) on the x-y plotter. The program al lowed for

storage of the digital data on magnetic tape at the end of each

exper imental run.

The data analysis program was used to convert the raw data

obtained from the transducers into three forces and three moments

at the center of measurement of the measur i ng system. Chosen

relationships could then be displayed on the x-y plotter: or

ül'l lV ¿

!)

ñ!ï:l:.Íni!
&S$fl$,ft!: LllSfî,lriì I

f*'n n,r{0*
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pr¡nted on a high speed printer. The program alìows the horizon-

tal axis to be proport¡onal t,o the activation or to the force and

the vertical ax¡s to noments or forces.

Activet¡on S ys tem

The activation system consisted of two interchangeable assem-

bl ies and two interchangeable sets of attachments. They were made

of brass. A combination of three, four or five teeth could be

tested.

Further mod i f i cat i ons of the mode I teeth descr i bed by

Sul I ivan (]982) were made to al low for the investigation of rec-

tangular archwires and looped archwires. The attachments consist

ìtical stainléss steel bìocks are

mounted in such a way that a rectangular space is left between

them to simulate the bracket slot. They are four mi ì I imeters wide

thus simuìating a bracket width of four mi ì I imeter. One set forms

a rectangular slot into which a o.4l x 0.56 mi l l imeter (0.016 x

0.022 inch) wire f ¡ts tightly. The other set forms a 0.46 x 0.6ì

mil limeter (O.Ol8 x 0.O25 inch) rectangular slot which allows 0.4ì

x 0.56 millimeter wire to slide through" The attachment made for

testing round wires are described in Apppendix B.

Assembly I is shown in Figure 4. VJhen it is used the rest of

the teeth are moved with respect to the measured tooth. They are

attached to a horizontal plate in such a way that when their fix-

ing screws are tightened the al ignment of their slots (brackets)

is automatical ly achieved. When assembly I is used the measured
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Fjqure 4" Activation assemb'ly I.
' l. Measured tooth

2. Horizontal activation nlate

2

1
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tooth acts as a malal igned tooth (active tooth) "

Assembly ll is shown in Figure l. l,Jhen it is used the tooth

adjacent to the measured tooth is attached to a vertical extension

of a horizontaì plate. lt can be moved independently from the

other teeth which are attached to a fixed horizontal plate. When

assembl¡, ll is used the measured tooth acts as a tooth adjacent to

the malaligned tooth (reactive tooth) "

The activation system can activate the appl iance which is

being tested in both the positive and the negative directions in

three planes of space. ln this investigation bucco-l ingual and

occluso-gingival activations :"only were used. Activation direc-

tions and distances are monitored by the appropriate I inear volt-

age displacement transducer. Activation is accompl ished manual ly

through a screì^, mechanism.

ln this investigation an activation distance of one' two or

three millimeters was chosen. The amount of activation in each

case depended on the load-deflection rate of the appl iance being

tested. The appl iance was deflected as far as possible without

overloading the measuring system or causing permanent deformation

to the appl iance.

Round Wires

A study was done on force systems acting vertical ly on mala-

ì igned teeth when a round low-modulus archwire was tied into

brackets. lt is discussed in Appendix B.

Reçle_D_g_Ul_ê_L l,/ i res
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Figure 5. Activation assemblY II"
1 " lleasured tooth
2. ltlal al i oned tooth
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The rectangular wire size 0"41 x 0.56 ni llimeter (O.Ol6 x

0.022 inch) was chosen because it was the smallest rectangular

wire size available in all commonly available wire materials. lt

was felt to be desirable to use the smallest possible wire síze in

order not to overload the measuring instrument.

Fabrication of Loops

The loops tested in this investigation were fabricated by

hand. Rectangular 0.41 x 0.56 mi I I imeter stai nless steel wi re was

used in the edgewise configuration. A template was first drawn on

millimeter paper. Care was taken to keep aìl parts of the loop in

one plane and not to bui ld in any torque. Sharp bends were

avoided. Only one example of each looped wi re was used. The

design and dimensions of the loops are shown in Figure 6.

Vertical ìoops tested in this study:

(l) Height I mm., base width 1.5 mm. (Will

vertical ìoops I x .|.5 
mm.)

(2) Height l0 mm., base width 1.5 mm., 3 mm.

be referred to as vertical loops l0 x ì.5

l0 x 4.5 mm.)

be referred to as

and 4"5 mm. (l.li I I

mm., l0 x J mm. and
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FIGIJRE 6 : TYPES AT\¡D DIMENSþNS OF LOOPS"
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L-loops tested in this studY:

(l) Height l0 mm., length of horizontal component 7 mm. (|./ill be

referred to as L-loops l0 x 7 mm.)

(2) Height l0 mm., length of horizontal component l2 mm. (Wil I

be referred to as L-loops l0 x t2 mm.)

Exper imental Procedure

The experiments were started with the use of three teeth in

assembly I " The effects of activation on the malal igned tooth

could be determined. The larger 0.46 x O.6l millimeter slots were

used and the attachments adjusted to establish symmetrical I and

lO millimeter ¡nterbracket distances on either side of the meas-

ured tooth. The attachments were aligned and. the wire samples

rúere passively inserted ¡nto them in such a way that there was a

loop in the middle of the archwi re sPan on ei ther side of the

malal igrled tooth. [)uring the experimental run the horizontal

plate with the two adjacent teeth attached was moved in the posi-

tive horizontal (buccaì) or vertical (occlusal) direction over ten

steps and then deactivated back to zero. After that it was acti-

vated in the negative (l inguaì or gingivat) direction and deacti-

vat,ed again. Depending on the stiffness of the wire and the size

of the loops bei ng tested forces and moments were general I y

recorded over a range of one or two millimeter of activation.

To investigate the forces and moments exerted on the tooth

adjacent to the maìaì igned tooth assembly I I using four teeth was

used. The active tooth attached to the vert¡cal extension of the
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horizontal plate was moved in the positive and negative horizontal

or vertical directions. Because the malal igned tooth was moved in

assembly I I the sign of the x-axis was reversed relative to that

when assembly I was used, consequently, a switch was incorporated

to signal the appropriate x-axis sign to the data col lection sys-

tem" The four tooth situation was tested using symmetrical 5 mi l-

I imeter and l0 mi I I imeter interbracket distances.

The measuring instrument set I imítations to the dimensions of

the loops which urere examined and to the range of activation. The

loops håve to have enough space to move freely when they are acti-

vated without touching any parts of the measuring instrument.

These I imitations were as fol lows: (a) the widest vertical loops

(tO x 4.5 mill imeters) could not be tested with 5 mil limeters

i nterbracket d i stances, (b) the measurements on the react i ve

tooth could not be made with l0 x 3 millimeter vertical loops and

l0 x l2 mi I I imeter L-loops and (c) the bucco-l ingual activation

range was I ímited to 2 or 3 mi I I imeters and the occluso-gingival

activation range to I millimeter.

During the second part of the study straight lengths of rec-

tangular wires were tested în the larger (0.46 x 0.6.l millimeter)

slots which allow the wire to slide through. Only assembly I was

used. Experiments were started using interbracket distances of 20

millimeters. The distances were then reduced to 15, l0 and !

mi I I imeters. These interbracket distances were chosen in order

not to over I oad the measur i ng i nstrument. For the same reason

Nitinol wires were used instead of using stainless steel wires.
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Data Ana I ys i s

As mentioned, the anaìysis program allowed for the initial

analysis of the data and also.for the plotting of the data. The

relationships chosen to represent the data when the horizontal

activations were used were:

Px/Ax : the force to activation ratio (bucco-l ingual)

Py/Ax.: the force to activation ratio (occluso-gingival)

Pz/Ax:-the force to activation ratio (mesio-distal)

l,lx/Ax : the moment to act ivat ion rat io (around buce o- I i ngua I ax i s)

Äy/nx: the moment to activation ratio (around occìuo-gingival

axis)

llz/Ax : the moment to activation ratio (around mesio-distal axis).

When the vertical activations were used the relationships were:

Px/ Ay

Py/Ay

Pz/ Ay

nx/ Ay

tiy / Ay

Flz/ Ay

; the force to activation ratio (bucco-l ingual)

; the force to activation ratio (occluso-gingival)

: the force to activation ratio (mesio-distal)

: the moment to activation ratio (around bucco-l ingual axis)

: the moment to activation ratio (around occluso-gingivaì

axis)

3 the moment to activation ratio (around mesio-distal axis).
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Torsional St i ffness

I n the present form the act ivat¡ ng arrangements of the

instrument does not al low for rotational activation. Consequently

the force and moment effect caused by the tipping of the teeth

cannot be directly taken into account. Therefore it was felt to

be necessary to measure the torsional stiffness of the rectanguìar

archwires and ìoops which were tested in this study so that this

effect could be added to the force and moment resuìts obtained

with the measuring instrument. Qver the defìection range of

interest in orthodonties ¡t is assumed that the torsional stiff-

ness is not affected by the amount of horizontal activation.

Tests were made with bracket spacings and dimensions identi-

cal to those used in the measuring instrument for testing the

forces and moments. The measuring arrangement is shown diagram-

matically in Figure 7. Simple, dead ìoads were applied to a hook

on one side of a bi lateral lever arm and measurements of deflec-

t¡on taken from two points on the other side of this lever arm.

F rom these def I ect i on measurements and the known separat i on

between the two points angular deflection could be precisely cal-

culated. To calculate the torsionaì stiffness the following for-

mula (Timoshenko, S., 1940) was used:

Torsional Stiffness
GJ

D

T
=-=

e

Where T is the twisting moment appl ied

ang I e of tw i st over wh i ch the c.ante I ever

by the load l.J; 0 is the

XL moves; G is the shear
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the wire materiaì being tested; J is the polar second

area of the cross-section of the wire being tested¡ and

D is the length of

The twi st i ng

moment arm L:

To simpl ify calculations € was kept

tests so that bre may write for their

the wi re.

moment is the product of the ìoad tl and the

Ï=Wt

small through alì the torsion

numerical values:

Tan I sin 0 = I

(Warnock, F.V. and Bendham, P,P 1965). And hence, in this case,

à.- à.
B

x, -Xa

where à¡ and à. are the deflections of

mi I I imeters, ât poi nts x, and x,

the canteìever measured, in

f rom the center I i ne of the

brackets (Figure 7) .

Thus the torsional stiffness can be calculated as:

t.JL l.JL(x¡ -x")
Torsional Stiffness

ò¿

The length of the cant¡lever L was 25 ni llimeters, Xr was 44 mil-

I imeters and x¿ was ì3 mil I imeters. The load, l.J, was increased

in f ive equal steps of 2,1 grams to a maximum of l2.J grams" The

maximum torsion in each case was, then,

òe

T

=-=
I
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T T.JL 12"5 S x 25 mm. = 312.5 g.-mm.

For the test conditions given above the angle of twist in each

wr re was

à, - b, à,- à.
e

Xr -XL 31

Thus, in these tests the torsional stiffness of each wire was:

3ì2.5 x 3l

à,-à,
(g-mm "/rad)

When the torsion generated by the wire or loops is added to the

bucco-lingual tÌpp¡ng moment, |12, obtained by the measuring

instrument the total tipping effect around the bucco-ì ingual axis,

llzrrcan be calculated 
"

lf the measuring instrument r.rould al low the teeth to tip they

would tip to an angle 9', which can be calculated as

2 mm

el 0".l7 rad
l2.J mm.

tJhere Ax is the maximum bucco-l ingual activation or deflection for

each experiment (Z m¡llimdters) and CR is the distance between the

center of resistance and the bracket of the measuring tooth (12.5

millimeters)"

Torsion or countermoment generated by a wire or ìoop is

l
e

T
CR

T
T' = - x I'

,e
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whereT/s is the torsional stiffness of the wire or loop. Thus the

total tipping effect around the bucco-l ingual axis, Ar 
' 

can be

calculated by adding the countermoment, T', to the tipping moment,

llz, obtained w¡th the measuring instrument, oF,

I'lz ì12 + Tr.tT
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Resu I ts

The force and the moment results obtained with the measuring

instrument for l0 x 1.5 milìimeter vertical loops and l0 x 7 mil-

limeter L-loops can be seen in the computer plots shown in figures

I to 15. The rest of the plotted results for l0 millimeter inter-

bracket d¡stances are shown in the Appendíx A. All the plots for

5 millimeter interbracket distances are not shown because, as the

plots in Figures I to 15 show, they are similar to those obtained

wi th l0 mi I I imeter i nterbracket d i stances except that the forces

and moments are higher. The plots in this thesis are photocopies

of the computer pl ots obta i ned us i ng the ana I ys i s program

descr ibed i n 'rllater ia I s and l,lethodsrr .

All results are plotted as a function of activation (bucco-

I ingual activation, Ax, or occluso-gingival activation, Ay). The

horizontal axis of each plot represents activation distance and

the maximum activation scale is indicated at the negative end of

the horizontal axis. The vertical axis represents both forces and

moments. The forces are marked off at 200 gram intervals reaching

a maximum of 1000 grams. The moments are marked off at 4000

gram-mi I I imeter intervals reaching a maximum of 20,000 gram-

mil I imeters.

The plotted results in Figures I to lj and Appendix A show

that the forces and moments are, except for a small dead zone,

I inearly related to the activation. The results for the primary

parameters, Px and llz in bucco-lingual activation and Py and l'lz in

occluso-gingival activations, are symmetrical for positive and
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negative activations. For this reason only the positive activa-

t i on i s shown. To make compar i son eas i er the resu I ts on the

active and the reactive tooth are shown in the same plot, the

act¡ve tooth on the right and the reactive tooth on the left. lt

should be noted that the two measurements are not taken at the

same time but care was taken to ensure correct replacement of the

loops in each case to make comparison val id.

The magnitudes of forces and moments are shown in Tables l,

2,3, and 4. The abreviations used in the tables are expìained on

page 50. The means of the values obtained with positive and neg-

at¡ve act¡vations are shown. There were differences between the

values for positive and negat¡ve activations due to small misa-

lignments of the model teeth in the beginning of experiments or to

smal I errors in the fabrication of loops. They did not usual ly

exceed l0 percent of the maximum value. The numbers in the brack-

ets represent the force systems of the reactive tooth. The magni-

tudes quoted are those for two mí I I imeters activation in the

bucco-l ingual direction and one mi ì I imeter activation in the

occluso-gingival direction. However, it should be noted that in

order to avoid overload of the measuring instrument I x ì.j miì-

I imeter vertical loops were deflected only 0.5 mi I I imeters in the

oecluso-gingival direction" The values for the forces are rounded

to the nearest l0 grams and for the moments to the nearest loo

gram-mi I I imeters to avoid the presentation of spurious accuracy.

The stiffness of each wire was calculated by dividing the maximum

force by the maximum activation assuming that the relationships

between the forces and the act.ivations were I inear.
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The torsional stiffness of the plain and the looped rectangu-

lar archwires was tested using the instrumentat¡on described in
the section on materials and methods. Results are shown in Tabìes

5 and 6. The tangent of the ang I e over wh i ch the cant i I ever x

moved when it was loaded is shown in the first column (tan g).

The torsional stiffness of each wire is in the second column

('r/e). ln table g the stiffness of the looped wires are presented

as percentages of the stiffness of straight stainless steel wires

and in Table 6 ttre stif f ness of the Nitinol and beta titanium
wires are presented as pereentages of the stiffness of stainless
steel wi res.

Tables 7 and I present the resurts of torsionar stiffness
measurements combined w¡th those obtained with the measuríng

instrument. The bucco-l ingual tipping of the measured tooth was

caIculated using the method presented in "llateriaIs and llethods".

The countermoment created by the torsional stiffness of the wire
which tends to resist bucco-r inguar tipping is denoted by T," Arr

is the actual bucco-l ingual tipping moment after the uprighting
effect of the rectangular archwire is taken into account. llz, /px
shows the actual moment to force ratio in each case.

Bucco-l ingual tipping b¿as only calculated for the horizontal
activations. lt was not considered necessary to calculate it fo'
vertical activations because the tipping moments created by verti-
cal forces are much smaller than those created by horizontar acti-
vations due to the position of the bracket relative to the center

of resistance of the measured tooth. .Theoretical ly, if an appl i-
ance provided no control over bucco-l ingual tipping of the tooth
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the moment to force ratio for horizontal activation, llz/Px, would

be 12.5 and for vertical activations, llz/Py, \.2" Therefore, if

the uprighting effect of a rectangular wire is taken into account

the bucco-l ingual tipping moments created by the vert¡cal forces

becomes insignificant

As a continuation of Sul I ivanrs work (1982) low-modulus

archwires were tested on occluso-gingival ly malal igned teeth.

These results are presented and discussed in Appendíx B.
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Px

Py

l4z

14x

My

l4z/Px

50

Abrevi ati ons Used 'in Col umn Headi n ss in Tables I to 8

Force 'in the bucco-linguaì directÍon in grams.

Force i n the occl uso-gì ngi vaì di rect'ion i n grams .

Moment around the mesio'di stal axi s ì n gram-mi I I imeters.

Moment around the bucco-'l i ngual axi s i n gram-rni I I imeters.

Moment around the occl uso-g'ingi val ax'is j n gram-mì I I imeters.

Ratio between moment around bucco-lînguaì axis and bucco-lingua'l

force in millimeters.

Rat'io between moment around bucco-lìnguaì axjs and occluso-

gingìval force jn millimeters"

Tangent of angìe over whjch cantilever x moves

Tortional stiffness of an app'liance in gram-millimeters/radjant.

Countermoment created by an appliance ìn gram-milljmeters.

Total ti ppi ng moment around mes i o-di stal axi s i n gram-mi I I imeters .

Ratio between total tippjng moment around mes'io-distal axjs and

bucco-lingual force in mill'imeters.

ïorsional stiffness of a looped lvire or low-modulus v¡ire in per-

centage of the stiffness of a stra'ight staìnless steel wjre.

l'12/Py

Tan 0

r/e

T'

M=T

Nlzr/Px

o/
,'o



TYPE SIZE Px Mz l4z/Px My St'i f fness

590

( 280)

380

(2ro)

300

(r70)

244

(ì 30)

7000

( 32oo)

4300

(2200)

3300

( r 8oo)

2600

( r 600)

ll .9

.4)

.3

.21

.'l

0

(22ool

0

( r soo)

0

(eoo)

0

( zoo¡

300

(r40)
.l90

(t to¡

150

( e0)

t20

( zo¡

I x'! .5 rm.
(t I

ll
l0 x .l.5 

mm.

( t 0

It
l0x3rm"

10 x 4.5

( t o"8)
.|0.8

( t 2.3)

l0x7rm.
160

(ao¡

t00

( 50)

I 600

( eoo)

.l000

(0)

.l0.0

(l.l "3)

10.0

(0)

0

(0)

0

(0)

80

( 40)

50

( 30)
l0 x '12 rwn"

Verti ca'N

Loop

L-l oop

(-1r

F

TABLE l. Horizontal activation þ,x = 2 mm. Interbracket distance l0 rrrn.

Numbers in brackets are forces and moments on the reactive tooth.



TYPE SIZE Fy Mz l4z/Py Mx St i ffnes s

I x I "5 r¡n.
430

( goo)

4?0

( 3oo)

320

( 2Bo)

280

( 230)

2300

( 1 eoo)

21 00

(r 600)

I 800

( r 4oo)

1 400

( r 4oo)

qd

(6.3)

5.0

(s.g)

5.6

( s.0)

5.0

(6.1)

0

( t soo¡

0

( rooo)

0

( r 7oo)

0

( r4oo)

430

( roo¡

42A

( 3oo)

320

( 280)

280

( 230)

l0 x .|.5 
mm.

l0x3rm.

l0 x 4.5 ¡nm.

220 l'l 00 5

6

7

(

.0

.71

.5

0

(0)

0

(0)

220

(tzo¡

120

( too)

l0x7nm"
(r 20)

2A

00)

( aoo¡

900

(0)

(

I
l0x12rm

(l 0 I

Verti cal
Loop

L-l oop

(¡t
NJ

TABLE 2. Vertical activation Ay = I mm. Interbracket distance l0 mm.

Numbers in brackets are forces and moments on reactive tooth.



TYPE SIZE Fx Hz l4zlPx My Sti ffness

I x 1.5 rm.
710

( 3so)

500

( 280)

330

8700

( ggoo)

6000

( rsoo¡

4400

12.3

(e.4)

t 2.0

('¡z"s)

13" 3

0

( 3ooo)

0

( r 5oo)

0

360

(r80)

250

( t+o¡

170

l0 x .l"5 
rm"

l0x3rm.

2 't0

00)

90

I 700

( r ooo)

I 000

8.t

(r o.o)

0

ooo)

0

It0

( so¡

50

l0x7rm"
(t (l

'tt"l
l0 x '12 mm.

Verti ca'!
Loop

L-l oop

(.¡l(,

TABLE 3. Horizontal activation Ax = 2 mm"Interbracket distance 5 rm.

Nurnbers in brackets are forces and moments on the reactive tooth.



TYPE STZE Py Mz llzlPy l¡lx Sti ffness

8xl.5rm.*
440

(eeo)

I 000

( eoo)

830

2lt0

(qzoo)

5300

( sooo)

4?00

4.8

4.8

5.3

5.6

5.ï

0

( 3ooo)

0

( I ooo¡

0

880

( eeo)

I 000

( eoo)

830

l0 x '! .5 mm.

l0 x 3 nrn.

'10 x 7 run.
480

( 260)

230

2200

( t+oo¡

I 000

4"8

5.4

4"4

0

( 1 ooo)

0

480

( zoo¡

230

l0xì2mm

Verti cal
Loop

l--l oop

(¡lr

TABLE 4. Vertical activation Ay = 1 rn*
5 ¡nm.

þ Rcttvation only 0.5 mi.lìimeters) Interbracket distance

Numbers in brackets are forces and rnoments on the reactive tooth.
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INTERBRACKET
DISTANCE

TYPE SIZE TAN S 1/g

STRAIGHT

Vert i ca I
Loop

L-l oop

I x 1.5 rm.

l0 x 1.5 rm.

l0 x 3 n¡n.

o.o38s Br 17 roo

0,0440

0.0453

0.0412

7102

6898

7585

6200

5279

87

85

93
l0 rm.

l0xlnm.
l0 x 12 mm.

0.0504

0.0592

76

65

STRAIGHT

Verti cal
Looo

8 x 1.5 mm.

'10 x 1.5 nm.

ù0226

o0236

ù0279

I 3827

I 3243

ì t20l

100

96

8l5rm

L-loop l0 x 7 rm. 00349 8954 65

TABLE 5" Torsional stiffness of loons comDared to that
of straight wire"
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IMTERBRACKET DISTANCE TYPE TAN O TlA

l0 rm.

q<

Tl'14

0,0385

0,0886

ol 898

81 l7

3523

I 636

.l00

43

NIT 20

100

5mm 42

NIT

TABLE 6. Torsional stiffness of TMA and Nitinol wires
compared to that of stain'less steeì wire.

SS

'tÎ''lA

0.0226

o0537

0.1ilt

I 3827

5809

2805 20



I 600

950

6200

5279

I 054

897

546

53

.l50

t00

3.6

0.5

8700

6000

13242

I l20l

2251

'1904

6449

4096

7t0

500

9.t

8.2

0.9t781522 2t0t700 8954

7000

4100

31 00

7102

6898

7585

12A7

il73

t 289

5793

2927

tElI

590

380

300

9.8

7.7

6.0

I x 1"5 rm

l0 x 1.5 rm

ì0 x 7 ¡rm.

l0 x 7 n¡n.

ì0 x 12 ¡rm

I x 1.5 rm"

l0 x .l.5 
mn.

l0x3m.

L-loop

Verti cal
Loop

Verti cal
Loop

l--loop

5 rm.

TO
-î/s

SI ZETYPE l{tT$lz
px ltizr/PxINTERBRACKET

DISTAI{CE

ì0 ¡m

(tl
!

TABLE 7. Totaì bucco-linqual tippinq effect and moment to force ratio
for looped wires"



INTERBRACKET
DISTANCE

20 mm.

15 rm.

l0 rm.

5 mm.

llz

600

I 200

3300

l0,000

'r/s

t 000

I 300

I 640

2800

T'

85

'lì0

.l39

238

Mz

515

I 090

3t 6I

9V62

Px

50

t00

264

750

NzrlPxï

10.3

10.9

12.?

ì 3.0
(¡¿
@

TABLE 8. Tota'l bucco-Tinç¡ual tippinq effect and moment to force ratio
for straight 0"41x0.56 mm Nitinol wire.
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Discussion

I ntroduct i on

Before the low-modulus archwires hrere introduced into ortho-

dontics it was a commonìy used technique to fabricate multilooped

archwires f rom 0.336 mill imeter (0.0ì4 inch) or 0.406 millimeter

(0.016 inch) stainless steel to achieve the initial al ignment of

malal igned teeth. As mentioned earl ier this study is an extension

on the work done by Sullivan (.1982). The objective in this study

was to compare the characterist¡cs of the traditional muìti looped

archwires to those of the new low-modulus archwires in initial

alignment which was the object of Sulìivants study.

The discussion of the results will deaì with the following

factors:

Load-Deflection Rate

Range

Force and l'loment Control

Control of the Anchorage Area

Fabrication of Loops.

Load-Def I ect i on Rate

tJhen the initial alignment of severely malaligned teeth is

attempted the archwire being engaged into the brackets has to be

fìexibìe enough so that the force ìevels are kept biologícally

acceptable and so that the elastic limit of the wire is not

exceeded. The sti ffness or the load def ì ection rate of an
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archw¡re between brackets on adjacent teeth can be reduced either

by increasing the length of t'he wire or by using more flexible

archwires. ln the present investigation the length of the wire

between the brackets was i ncreased by i ncreas i ng the i nterbracket

distance and by incorporating loops into the archwire.

When a vertical loop is activated in the horizontal, bucco-

I ingual direction the vertical legs of the loops bend and torsion

occurs at the apex of the loop. ln an L-loop bending and torsion

occur also in the horizontal legs and, hence, this part of the

loop tends to act as a hinge" ln both cases some bending occurs

ió the horizontal sections adjacent to the brackets. lncreasing

the length of any one of these components wil I reduce the stiff-

ness. From Table I it can be seen that when the height of the

vertical Ioops is increased from I mi ì I imeters to l0 mi I I imeters

the horizontal stiffness decreases J6 percent. lt decreased from

300 to ll0 grams,/mil limeter when interbracket distances r^,ere lO

mi I I imeters. l,l¡ th the use of L-loops hor izontal stiffness can be

decreased even more. lt can be seen in Table I that the horizon-

t"i stiffness of l0 x l2 mi I I imeter L-loop (!0 grams /nillimeter)
is only 27 percent of that of a l0 x 1.5 millimeter vertical loop

(190 grams/miìlimeter). The length of the wire sections adjacent

to the brackets was changed by using two different interbracket

distances. lt can be seen from Tabìe I and 3 that when the inter-

bracket distance increases from 5 millimeters to l0 millimeters

the hor izontal sti ffness of the spans wi th l0 x I .5 mi ì ì imeter

vertical loops decreases 2\ percent (from 250 to l90 grams/

millimeter) .
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When loops are activated in the vertical direction bending

occurs in the horizontal and vertical components as wel I as the

horizontal wire sections adjacent to the brackets (especial ly in

the center part which acts directly on the malaligned tooth). The

curvature of the loops is either opened or closed depending on the

direction of the activation (occlusal or gingivaì). lt can be

seen from Tabìe 2 that by widening the base of the l0 millimeter

vertical loops from l.$ to 3 mi I I imeters the vertical stiffness

can be decreased 2J percent (from 420 to J20 grams/mi I I imeter) .

But only with the use of loops which have additional horizontal

components can vert¡cal st,iffness be decreased to a cl inical ly

signif icantly extent. The stiffness of l0 x l2 mi I I imeter L-loops

(tZO g7¡m.¡ is only 28 percent of that of l0 x 1.5 -mill imeter ver-

t¡cal loops (420 g/mm.) when lO millimetàr interb.racket distances

are used. From Tables 2 and 4 it can be seen that when the inter-

bracket distances are increased from 5 millimeters to l0 millime-

ters the vertical stiffness of the looped archwire is deereased 55

percent on average (e.g. from 1000 to 420 grams/nill imeter for l0

x 1.5 mil limeter vertícal loops) .

Due to the geometry of the loops one would expect them to

behave differently when they are deflected into the occlusal or

gingivaì direction and the curvature of the apex is either opened

or closed. I t Ìs bel ieved that because of residual stresses a

loop is stiffer if ¡t is activated into the direction of the orig-

inal bending. ln this work no differences couìd be shown in the

force levels between the different directions of the activation.

The testing of straight ìengths of 0.4.l x 0.56 mi I I imeter
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Nitinol wire shows that, as expected from beam theory, the changes

in interbracket distance has a large effect on the load-deflection

rates in straight wire therapy. lt can be seen from Table I that

the 5 millimeter spans are more than three times as stiff as lo

mi I I imeter spans and 15 times as stiff as 20 mi I I imeter spans.

(According to the beam theory the stiffness of a beam is inversely

proportional to the cube of its length. Thus a 5 millimeter span

should be I times as stiff as a l0 millimeter span. The differ-

ence here can be explained by the difference in supporting the

beam: in these exper¡ments wires were not firmly attached to the

slots but they were free to sl ide through them.) The values of

horizontal stiffness range from g0 to 750 grams/millimeter activa-

tion for different' interbracket distances" lt can be seen that

with cl inical interbracket distances stra¡ght rectangular o.4l x

0.56 Nitinol wires would create excessive forces if they were used

in initial alignment of the malaligned teeth. From Tables J and I
it can be seen that with J mi I I imeter interbracket dist,ances the

horizontal stif f ness of the stif fest I x 1.5 mil limeter: vertical

loops (¡60 grams/mi I I imeter) was only one haìf of that of a

straight Nitinol wire (750 grams/mi I I imeter).

Ranqe

sul I ivan (1982) showed that when round low-modulus archwires

are deflected through a distance of 2 mi I I imeters the elastic

I imit of the material is exceeded in most cases" lt is not an

unusual cl inical situation that a malal igned tooth is 2 mi I ì ime-
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ters or more out of al ignment. Sul I ivan suggested that if

straight low-modulus archwires are used to achieve the init¡al

al ignment a compìete bracket engagement should not be attempted at

the outset if the i rregular í ty exceeds I "5 mi I I imeters.

It was shown in this investigation that the risk of exceeding

the range ¡s not very big when looped archwires are used. ln

spite of the use of the fairly rigid rectangular stainless steel

wires no permanent measurable deformat¡on occurred in the loops

after they were deflected through a d¡stance of 3 mi I I imeters.

þJhen the looped archwires are used the range is not as lim-

ited by the eìastic limit as much as it is by the geometry of the

loops. When the loops are activated the different parts of them

shouìd ñot interfere otherwi se the force systems created are

changed significantly. Qbviously, the loops should not interfere

with the oral tissues at any stage of activation or deactivation.

Force and l'loment Control

l,Jhen bucco-linguaì or occluso-gingival forces are applied to

the bracket a bucco-l ingual tipping moment, l1z, is created at the

center of resistance of the tooth. The magnitude of this moment

is the product of the force applied and the perpendicular distance

between the bracket and the center of resistance of the tooth.

The ratio between the tipping moment and the force, the moment to

force ratio, llz/Px or ì12/Py, describes the effectiveness of the

appl iance to control the bucco-l ingual tipping. By control I ing

the moment to force rat¡o the desired amount of tipping of the
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tooth can be be achieved. ln order to achieve bodily movement of

the tooth the moment to force ratio should be zero.

W¡th the measuring arrangement used in this study one would

expect the moment to force ratio to be l2"J for horizontaì and 4.2

for vertical activations ¡f the appl iance tested provided no con-

trol over bucco-linguaì tipping" According to Sullivan's (.l982)

results and those of the present study, however, the moment to

force ratios are even higher when continuous round archwires are

used. The average moment to force ratio for bucco-l ingual deflec-

tion using round wires bras 15.7 (range from 14.9 to 16.7)

(Sul I ivan, 1982) and for occluso-gingival deflection 5.5 (range

f rom 4.4 to 6.3) (Tables Bl, 2, I and 4 in Appendix B) .

When ful I size rectangular archwíres are used in rectanguìar

brackets the torsional stiffness of the wire creates a countermo-

ment which resists the bucco-l ingual tipping of the tooth gener-

ated by the forces applied at the bracket. ln order to keep the

tooth upright the countermoment has to equal the tipping moment.

Therefore an ideaì archwire for inítial al ignment of malaì igned

teeth should have a relatively high torsional stiffness compared

to its bending stiffness. The ratio between bending stiffness and

torsional stiffness of a straight archwire span can be altered by

changing the length of the span or the cross-section of the wire.

The torsional stiffness of a straight wire is inversely propor-

tional to its length whereas the bending stiffness is inversely

proportional to the cube of its length. Therefore as the length

of a span increases the torsional stiffness decreases less than

the bending stiffness and so the control over bucco-l ingual tip-
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ptng tmproves.

To test the ability of a straight rectangular wíre to control

bucco-lingual tipping 0.lrl x 0.56 mil I imeter Nitinol wire was

used. lnterbracket distance was increased from ! mi ì I imeters to

20 millimeters in steps of 5 millimeters. The measurement of tor-

sional stif f ness, Î/e, hras combined with the bucco-lingual tipping

moment obtained with the measuring instrument using the method

described in the llaterials and llethods. The results in Table I

show that when the interbracket distance increases from 5 mi I I ime-

ters to 20 mi I I imeters the moment to force ratio decreases from

I 3.0 to 10. 3.

It can be seen that with straight wires the control over

bucco-l ingual tipping cannot be significantly imp.roved by increas-

ing ¡nterbracket distances because the moment to force ratio does

not reach zero untiì the length of the wire gets much longer than

cl inicaì interbracket distances. lf the tipping angle of the

tooth and the cross-section of the wire are known, it is possibìe

to ca I cu ì ate the rri nterbracket d i stancesrr requ i red to keeP the

tooth upright. The calculations for O.lr¡ x 0"56 mil limeter stain-

less steel wire are shown in Appendix C.

According to the calculations the theoretical rrinterbracket

distancesrtwould have to be l07 millimeters if the wire is used

edgewise and /4 millimeters if the wire is used ribbonwise.

Hence, the increase in interbracket distances has no practical

value for moment control in stra¡ght wire therapy. A smal I

improvement can be achieved by using the wire ribbonwise instead

of using it edgewise since its,bending stiffness is reduced by 30
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percent w¡ thout chang i ng i ts tors i ona I st i ffness.

Altering the wire material (for example from stainless steel

to Nitinol) does not change the moment to force ratio because tor-

sional stiffness and bending stiffness depend on the same material

properties. (The ratio between elastic modulus and shear modulus

is the same for most metals at 1.6). lt can be seen in the last

column of Table 6 where torsional stiffness of beta-titanium (Tl,1A)

and Nitinol wires are presented as percentages of that of stain-

less steeì that their torsional stiffnesses are related in the

same way as their elastic modul i.

When additional wire is incorporated between the brackets by

using loops the countermoment created by the rectanguìar wire

beeomes cl inical ly significant. The torsional stiffness of the

looped wires was tested w¡th 5 millimeter and lO millimeter inter-

bracket distances and the results are shown in Tables 5 and /.
The moment to force ratio for 8 x 1.5 mi I I imeter vertical loops

wi th l0 mi I I imeter interbracket distances is 9"8 which is sl ightly

lower than the 10.3 given by 20 mi I I imeter stra¡ght Ni t¡nol spans

(Tabìe 8) . The moment to force ratio for lO x 1.5 mi I I imeter

loops is 7./ and it decreases as the length of wire in the loops

increases reaching 0.5 tor l0 x 12 mi I I imeter L-ìoop.

The improvement of control over bucco-l ingual t¡pping with

looped archwires is primari ly due to the geometry of the loops.

When a vertical loop is deflected in the bucco-l inguaì direction

the vertical components act as levers and the apex, which under-

goes t,ors ion, acts as a I'h i nge" . Thus , as the I ength of the loop

increases the perpendicular distance between the center of resis-
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tance of the tooth and the effective point of force appì ication

decreases. lt can be seen from Table 7 that increase in the

length of a vertical loop improves the moment to force ratio but

that in this respect L-loops are super¡or to vertical ìoops. ln

an L-loop additional wire is incorporated into horizontaì compo-

nents which undergo torsion. The "hinge" in the apex of the loop

is perpendicular to the horizontal component which acts directly

on the bracket of the malal igned tooth. Therefore L-ìoops

decrease torsional stiffness much less than bending stiffness.

It can be seen from Table / that if l0 x 7 millimeter L-ìoops

are used instead of l0 x 1.5 millimeter vertical loops bending

stiffness is reduced by 60 percent whereas torsional stiffness is

reduced only by 20 percent. l,Jhen the results with l0 millimeter

interbracket distances are compared to those with 5 millimeter

interbracket distances (taOle 7), it can be seen that when looped

archwires are used the effect of interbracket distances on moment

to'f orce ratios , llz/Px, is smal I .

Due to the geometry of the Ioops smal I gingival ly di rected

forces are created when they are activated in the bucco-l ingual

direction" Theoretical ly, these gingival forces increase the buc-

cal tipping when the loops are deflected buccally and decrease the

I ingual tipping when loops are deflected I ingual ly. The use of

L-loops which provide flexibi l ity in the vertical plane should

decrease these unwanted vertical forces. This was not clearly

shown in these experiments.

ln order to al ign the malal igned teeth straight archwires

have to sl ide through the brackets. Due to the friction between
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the archwires and the brackets unpredictable lateral, i.e. mesio-

distal forces are created. lt can be seen from Tables 83 and BA

in Appendix B that if the interbracket distances are not equal on

either side lateral wedging forces, Pz, are created" The result

of this study (Figures 8 and 15 and Appendix A) show that brhen

looped archwires are useo and the loops are bent symmetrically no

measureable lateral forces are created because looped archwires,

when activated and deactivated, do not sl ide through the brackets

to a significant extent.

Control of the Anchorage Area

The results from Sullivanrs study (1982) and those presented

in Appendix B indicate that when straight low-modulus archwires

are tied into malaligned teeth the magnitude of the forces and

moments appl ied on the reactive teeth which are supposed to serve

as anchorage are about one half of those appl ied on the active

teeth which are to be moved. Obviously, deactivatïon of such a

force system would cause not only the active teeth to move in the

desired direction but the reactive teeth to move in the opposite

direction.

ln the present form, the measuring instrument does not allow

movement of teeth in response to an applied force system. lt rep-

resents the situation immediately after the activation of the

wire. Consequently, the results obtained in this study show that,

the use of looped archwires does not decrease the magnitudes of

forces and moments act¡ng on anchorage areas relative to those
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act¡ng on active areas. lt can be seen from Tables I and 3 that

when the loops are deflected in the bucco-l ingual direction forces

and moments applied on reactive teeth are about one half of those

appìied on active teeth. Tables 2 and 4 show that when loops are

deflected into an occluso-gingival direction forces and moments

appl i ed on react í ve teeth are about three quarters of those

appl ied on act¡ve teeth.

It is general ly assumed that, within I imits, the rate of

tooth movement is a direct function of the stress appì ied to the

periodontal ligament. lt is also suggested that some forms of

tooth movement require less force than others. (For example, tip-

ping requires less force than .translation.) The concept of dif-

ferential force (Begg, 1956) is based on the idea that several

teeth are used as an anchor unit against which forces are devel-

oped to move the malaligned tooth. For such a concept to be via-

ble the teeth in the anchor unit must be mechanical ly I inked so

that the stresses appl ied to the periodontal I igaments are as

equal as possible and that tipping and rotation of individual

teeth i n the uni t are avoided. Th i s means that i nter-tooth

coupling in the anchor unit should be made as rigid as possible.

The use of straight Iow-moduìus archwires does not provide

for controlled changes in stiffness around the arch. The use of

multi looped archwires which are fabricated from ful l-dimension

rectangular wires al lows for an increase in flexíbi I ity in the

active areas whil.e maximum rigidíty is maintained in the anchor

areas. For example, the measured stiffness of a pair of l0 x 1.5

mi I I imeter vertical loops fabr icated from 0.41 x 0.56 mi I I imeter
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sta¡nless steel w¡re is 300 grams/mi ì ì imeter when they -are

deflected ¡nto bucco-lingual direction, whereas the stiffness of a

straight wire at the same l0 mi I I imeter interbracket distance is

J0l0 grams/mi I I imeter. (The stiffness of a straight stainless

steel wire can be calculated from the results in the penultimate

column of Table I and the modular ration 5, of steel to Nitinol.)

Thus, it may be seen that a stra¡ght wire that connects the anchor

teeth can be at least ten times as stiff as loops that apply force

to a malaligned tooth

As more rigid wires are used between brackets the practical

effects of the t i ghtness of f i t between the wi re and bracket

become more significant and therefore the calculation of the

coupling stiffness between teeth of limited value.

Consequently, exper.iments are needed to quantify the major parame-

ters affect i ng ¡ nter-tooth st i ffness i n anchor un i ts. Such exper-

iments were beyond the scope of the present work but some idea of

the importance of this effect can be gained from elementary beam

theory assuming a tight fit between the wire and bracket. lf

buckl ing of straight wires is ignored leaving bending and torsion

as the only contributors to flexibïlity between teeth, it is clear

that two factors. are important i n coupl i ng sti ffness: (l) the

i nterbracket d i stance and (2) the wi re st i ffness number

(Burstone, l98l) . The wi re stiffness number i s calculated from

the product of the elastic modulus and the second moment of the

cross-sectional area of a wire.

Bending stiffness is inverseìy proportional to the cube of

the interbracket distance which, is determined by the dentition and
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bracket width. lt is worth noting that this could lead to a situ-

ation in which large teeth form a poorer anchor unit than small

teeth unìess wider brackets are used.

The importance of wire stiffness number in maintaining uni-

tary behaviour of anchor units can be demonstrated by assuming

that the load is applied to the anchor tooth adjacent to the mala-

I igned tooth" The amount of support this anchor tooth receives

from the next anchor tooth is proportional to the relative move-

ment between these thro teeth. For good anchorage, the objective

is to maximize the support force for any given displaeement.

under the I imiting conditions described earl ier this support is

proportional to the wire stiffness number, Ws, given in Table 9.

The last column, "relative movementrr, indicates the amount of

movement of the first anchor tooth which is required before the

low modulus archwires create the same amount of support force as

an 0.4.l x 0.56 ni I I imeter sta¡nless steel wire creates after the

tooth moves over a distance of one unit. From Table ! it may be

concluded that if support against tipping is needed an o.4l mi l-
I imeter round Nitinol wire al lows the first anchor tooth to move

lingually 15 t¡mes as much as an 0.41 x 0"56 milrimeter rectangu-

lar stainless steel wire for a given level of support force from

the next anchor tooth" lf rotational support around the occluso-

gingival axis is neeaea an. 0.41 millimeter Nitinol wire again

al lows the first anchor tooth to rotate 15 times as much as an

0.4ì x 0.56 mi I I imeter rectangular stai nless steel wi re for a

given level of support force from the next anchor tooth.

The exact amount of tooth movement in cl inical situations
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t4lIRE SIZE (mm)
tli re Sti ffness
Number, l,ls

Rel ati ve
Movement

Tri - Fl ex
0"38

0.44

0.02

0. 03

22

15

Ni ti nol
0.41

0.45

0. 03

0. 06

l5

7

TMA 0. 39 0. 06

Steel 0.41x0"56 0.44

Table 9. The movement of the anchor teeth relative
to the stiffness of the archwire"

7

I
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cannot be predicted from these calculations but they do strongly

indicate the importance of inter-tooth coupl ing in anchor units"

Fabrication of Loops

Significant unwanted effects showed up due to the smal I

errors in loop construction. The loops were bent to a template

drawn on mi I I imeter paper and great care was taken to produce

loops that were accurate in all three planes of space. ln addi-

tion, a smal I sample of experienced cl inicians were invited to

eonstruct sample loops but the results using these loops þ.rere not

significantly different from those reported here"

These bending errors produced asymmetry in the forces gener-

ated by positive and negative activations. The undesirable side

effects caused by ¡rbending errors" turned out to be cl inical ly

significant especial ly when vertical loops were used" Since the

vertical loops provide virtually no flexibility in the vertical

plane very smal I mi sal ignments of the bracket sections can cause

significant. unwanted vert¡cal forces. These forces will extrude,

intrude and tip the teeth when only bucco-lingual movement is

requi red. The problem becomes less pronounced when L-loops are

used" Due to the flexibi I i ty in the vertical plane the forces

created by smal I misal ignments of bracket sections are less sig-

nificant. lt is also mueh easier to adjust L-loops in the verti-

cal plane after they are fabricated

When the loops are bent into rectangular archwires unwanted

torque is easily built in. With flat Tweed pliers it is easier to
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control the bending procedure in the third order direction than

with conical bird beak pliers. When helical loops and sometimes

L-loops are contoured the wire has to cross over itself and ¡t is

extremely difficult to avoid bui lding torgue into the apices of

the loops. URwanted torque can obviously cause significant tip-

ping of the malal igned or of the anchorage teeth"
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Conclusions and Recommendations

The purpose of this investigation was to compare the tradi-

tional mul ti looped archwi res to the relatively new low-modulus

archwires in the initial al ignment of malal igned teeth.

lnstrumentation designed by Paquien (1978) was used.

From the data obtained and analyzed ¡t vúas evident that

i ncorporat i ng I oops i nto archwi res i s an effect i ve means of

decreasing the stiffness of an archwire span between the brackets

on the adjacent teeth.

The use of multilooped archwires allows flexibility to be

built into the archwire in the active areas where tooth movement

is wanted while maintaining rigidity in the anchorage areas. Thus

the reactive forces even though they are almost as high as the

active forces are distributed over several teeth and better con-

trol over the. final tooth position may be achieved.

ln this investigation the looped archwires were fabricated of

0..l+l x 0.56 mil limeters (0.016 x 0.022 inch) stainless steel wire.

By fabricating them of the same dimension beta titanium wire the

stiffness could be reduced by an additional 57 percent. The

stiffness of a Nitinol wire is only 20 percent of that of the same

dimension stainless steeì wire but the brittleness of Nitinol

wires makes it impossible to contour loops in them. The disadvan-

tage of the use of more flexible wi res is, however, that they

aì low for more movement of the anchorage teeth.

It is suggested that by the use of rectangular archwires in

initial al ignment of malal igned teeth it is possible to move the
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teeth bodi ly w¡thout tipping them in a bucco-l ingual direction.

When straight lengths of 0.4.l x 0.56 millimeter Nitinol wires were

tested it was shown that as the interbracket distances increased

the control over the bucco-l ingual tipping improved but no signif-

icant improvement could be gained using cl inical interbracket dis-

tances. When loops were incorported into the rectangular archwire

there ì.ras a remarkable improvement in the uprighting effect of the

countermoment created by the appl iance. By bending an L-loop on

either side of the malalig'ned tooth' the ratio between bucco-

I ingual tipping moment and bucco-l ingual force could be reduced to

0.! which can be considered almost ideal for bodi ly movement of

the tooth. When looped arches are used interbracket distances are

not very significant for force and moment control and wider brack-

ets can be used to achieve better control over second and third

order movements of teeth.

The accurate fabrication of loops was a þroblem. Smal I misa-

I ignments of the horizontal bracket sections can create signifi-

cant unwanted forces and moments on both active and anchorage

teeth. The problem is likely to be more real in a clinicaì situ-

ation when less time can be spent on contouring loops and when

bracket positioning on teeth may not be ideal.

L-loops are superior to vertical loops for two reasons: (l)

they prov¡de more flexibi I i ty and better control over ¡u""o-

I ingual tippïng and (2) the forces they generate are less

affected by smaì ì bend i ng errors " The common bel i ef that I oops

are stiffer when they are activated into the direction of original

bending was not supported by this study.
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The disadvantage of multilooped archwires is that they are

faírly time consuming to fabricate. They cannot be preformed.

Patient comfort sets I imitations to the size and configuration of

loops" l,Jhen appl iances are made more complicated they become more

diff¡cuìt to keep clean. Therefore multilooped arches may not be

suitable for patients whose oral hygiene is poor.

It can be concluded from the present study and that of

Sul I ivan (1982) that forces and moments to correct severely mala-

ligned teeth should be delivered by ìooped archwires rather than

using stra¡ght low-modulus archwires. tlultilooped archwires pro-

v i de a much better means of contro I I i ng the magn i tude and the

direction of forces pìaced on teeth especial ly if they are fabri-

cated of rectangular wires. I'luch greater concern should be shown

for the anchorage areas to gain better control over the final

tooth positíon.

Future Research Recommendat i ons

The fol lowing recommendations and suggestions can be made for

future research:

(l) An investigation of more complex misal ignments, for example,

rotations of the maìal igned teeth and the forces and moments

generated when pre-torqued and pre-angulated brackets are

used.

(2) An investigation into the effects of different I igation meth-

ods on wire performance.

(3) An i nves t i gat ion of other l.oop conf i gurat ions, f or examp I e,

box loops and hel ical loops.
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(4) An i nvest i gat i on i nto the effects of fr i ct i on between

archw i res and bracket.s .

ß) An invest igat ion into the ef f ects of int,er-tooth coupl ing in

the anchor units.
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Appendix A

Additional Plots of ResulLs of Tests on Loops at

10 Millimeters Interbracket Distances
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Append i x B

Round Wi res

Sul I ivan (.l982) stud¡ed the effects of activated low modulus

archwires on a bucco-lingually malaligned tooth and on the teeth

adjacent to ¡t. Subsequent to his work modifications to provide

occluso-gingival activation were made to the measuring instrument.

Consequent I y, the present study was started by extend i ng

Sul I ivan's work to include occluso-gingival ly malal ígned teeth.

The instrumentation is described in the section on materials

and methods. Two sets of attachments were fabricated for the

investigation of round archwires. They consisted of two identical

stainless steel blocks which formed a slot where a tube of .0.5

mi ì I imeter (O.ZO inch) diameter or 0.75 ni I ì imeter (O.O3O inch)

internal diameter could be clamped. Thus the rrbracketrr conditions

were identical with those used by sul I ivan to simulate the cl ini-

cal situations of tighter or looser I igation. They wi I I be refer-
¡o.J +^ L^-^ ^^ +L^ eMÂl I ¡..L^- --J ¡L^ r rñ^FI Eu Lv rtEr s qÞ Lrts J,'tr{LL LutrgÐ dnq Lfìg LÄñt¡E Lur,es.

The same low modulus archwires as used by Suìlivan were cho-

sen for this study. They were:

Tri-flex 0.38 mm. (o.Ol5 inch)

o .44 mm. (o .0175 i nch)

Nitinol 0.4.I mm.

0.45 mm.

(0 .01 6

0 (.01 I
i nch)

i nch)

T¡,IA 0 " ll mm. (0 .01 6 i nch)
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The experimental procedure bras simi lar to that used for

experiments on looped archwires and ¡t is described in the section

on materials and methods. The amount of activation for each wire

was chosen accord¡ng to its elastic properties so that ¡ t was

activated as far . as possible w¡thout exceeding its elastic I imit

and without overloading the measuring instrument. The archwires

were activated over ten steps in the occlusal (positive) and the

gingival (negative) directions. After each act¡vation the

archwire was deactivated back to zero to show the effects of

hysteres i s.

The force systems were first measured using the three tooth

assembly (assembly l) where the measured tooth acts as an active

tooth. ln the first two sets of experiments the interbracket dis-

tances þ',ere 3 milìimeters on either side of the measured tooth.

The force system created when the interbracket distances were sym-

metrical are shown in Figure Bl. The magnitudes of forces and

moments at the activation level of I millimeter are shown in Table

Bl for the LARGE tubes and in Tab!e 82 for the SI'IALL tubes.

The vertical force, Py, can be considered excessive. Large

moments, l1z, around the bucco-ì ingual axis are created indicating

lack of control over the bucco-l ingual tipping. When the results

in Tables Bl and 82 are compared it can be seen that the magni-

tudes of these forces and moments are largely influenced by the

size of the tubes (t¡re tightness of I igation) and by the inter-

bracket di stances

ln the third set of experiments the same act¡vat¡on assembly

I was used but the interbracket distance mesial to the malal igned
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tooth was 2 m¡ I I imeters and distal tothe malal igned tooth was 4

mi I I imetersrThe force systems created when i nterbracket d i stances

were asymmetrical are shown in Figure 82 and in Table 83 for LARGE

tubes. The results for SI1ALL tubes are not shown because, âs it

can be concluded f rom Tables Bì and 82, they hrould be similar to

those for LARGE tubes except that all the forces and moments wouìd

be higher. lt can be seen when the interbracket distances between

the malaligned tooth and the teeth adjacent to ¡t are not symme-

trical mesio-distal tipping moments, llx, are also created. These

tipping moments are caused by the lateral wedging forces which are

larger on the distal end where the interbracket distance is

smaller and therefore result in a mesially directed (positive)

force, Pz, and a mesial (positive) tipping moment. The occluso-

gingival forces act¡ng on either end of the tube are not equaì but

larger on the distal end. These so-cal led canti lever forces form

a couple which creates a mesial (positive) tipping moment with

occìusal activation and a distal (negative) tipping moment wi th

oinoival activatlon. The mesial Iv directed wedoino force alsoJ'''J''----..v

creates a smal I mesial ly rotating moment around the occluso-

gingival axis.

ln the last set of experiments force systems hrere measured on

a reactive tooth using the four tooth assembly (assembly I l).

0nly O.4l mi I I imeter Ni tinoì wi re was tested using three different

interbracket distances and LARGE tubes. ln the first experiment

all the interbracket distances were 3 miìlimeters as shown in

Figure 83 which presents the force system on a reactive tooth. ln

addi tional experiments two asymfnetric spacings were tested. These
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spacings are given in Table 84 in the same left to right order as

that of the teeth in Figure BJ. From Table 84 it can be seen that

the magnitudes of occluso-gingival forces are approximately one

half of those acting on the active tooth and they create signifi-

cant bucco-l ingual tipping moments. The asymmetrical loading cre-

ates lateral wedging forces and canti lever forces create mesio-

distal tipp¡ng moments. The lateral wedging force also creates a

small moment around the occluso-gingival axis. lt can be seen

that the magnitude of these undesirable 'forces and moments on the

adjacent teeth largely depend on the interbracket distances. When

the distance between the active and the reactive tooth is reduced

by one half the force and moment levels increased approximately

three times.

The conclusions from this investigation are in agreement with

t,hose of sullivan. The forces created with these so-called f lexi-

bl e archwi res are much h i gher than those that are normal I y

accepted as ideal. Three dimensional control over final tooth

positions is impossible with continuous round low-modulus

archwi res and significant movement of adjacent teeth should be

ant¡cipated.
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TYPE

Tri -F'lex

Ni ti nol

SIZE

0.38 mr¡.

0.44 nrn.

0.41 nm.

0.45 mm.

0.39 mm.

Py

.l50

290

470

550

450

l4z

700

I 200

21 00

2800

2300

l4z/Py Pz Mx

5

2

6

j

4

4

4

E

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

\o
co

TMA 5.0

TABLE Bl. Force systems on active tooth with 3 mm. and 3 nrn. interbracket distances.
LARGE tubes. Vertical activation Ay = I mm.



TYPE

Tri -Fl ex

Nitinol

SIZE Mz

'1300

2700

27A0

51 00

4800

l4z/Py

5.9

5.7

5.3

5"3

5"7

Py Pz 14x

0"38

0.44

0.4t

0.45

0. 39

mm.

mm.

mm"

mm.

mm.

220

470

5'10

960

850

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

r\o
\o

TMA

TABLE 82. Force systerns on active tooth with 3 mrn. and 3 nrn. interbracket distances.
SMAL!- tubes. Vertical activation Ay = I rm.



TYPE

Tri -Fl ex

Niti nol

SIZE

0"38 mm.

0.44 mm"

0.41 mm.

0.45 nun.

0"39 mm"

Mz

'1300

2200

2200

3600

3700

l4z/Py

6.0

5.5

5.6

5.9

5.5

Py

50

.l00

.l50

130

50

Mx

l'l 00

2000

2800

2800

I 700

Pz

220

390

400

6t0

660

F
Oo

TMA

TABLE 83. Force systems on active tooth with 4 nrn. and 2 mm. 'interbracket distances.
LARGE tubes. Vertical activatioh Ay = I mm.



INTERBRACKET DISTANCES

3 mm., 4 mrn., 2 mm.

3 mm., 3 mm., 3 mm.

3mm.,2mn",4rm.

Py l4z

I 400

3000

l4z/Py

5"9

6.'¡

6.3

Pz

30

Mx

I 000

2000

00

50

800

230

130

470

ots

TABLE 84. Force systems on reactive tooth. Nitinol 0.41 mm. LARGE tubes.
Vertical activation Ay = I mm.
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Append i x C

The Effect of lnterbracket 0istance on the Control of

Bucco-l inqual Tippino When Straiqht l.Jires Are Used.

The control over bucco-lingual tipping with straight rectan-

guìar archwires can theoret¡cal ly be improved by increasing the

interbracket distances. lf the perpendicular distance between the

center of resistance of the tooth and the point of force applica-

tion (bracket position) and the type of wire used are known it is

possible to calculate the interbracket distance required for bod-

i I y movement of the tooth.

A buccal ly directed force is generated at the bracket of a

I ingual ly malaì igned tooth when a straight wire is tied in. This

buccal force, W, creates a buccal t¡pping moment, ll, at the center

of resistance of the tooth:

l,l = l.ld

where d is the perpendicular distance between the bracket and the

center of resistance of the tooth.

lf the material and cross-section and the length of wire are

known the force W can be calculated:

òk t I
lrf =

D3

where k is a constant (which depends on the tightness of fit

between the archwire and bracket); E is the modulus of elasticity

of the wire; I is the second moment of the cross-sectional area of
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the wire; D is the interbracket distance; ò is the deflection at

m i dspan under the I oad , l./ "

The archwi re creates a countermoment T at the bracket on the

tooth which, if we assume the angular deflection to be small, may

be wr i tten as,

G Jò
J=

Dd

where G is the shear modulus of the wire; and J is the polar sec-

ond moment of area of the cross-section of the wire.

For the appl iance to be able to move the tooth bodi ly the

countermoment and the tipping moment it creates have to be equal

i n magn i tude, oi,

òKEId GJò

D3 Dd

Thus' the wire length, D, required for the moment to force ratio
to egual zero can be calculated from

[=
dzkEr

GJ
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lf an 0.41 x 0.56 milìimeter (0.0.l6 x 0.O22 ineh) edgewise srain-

less steel archwire is used in tight brackets and the distance

between the center of resistance of the tooth and the bracket is

12.5 nillimeters and the bracket w¡dth is 4 mm. the interbracket

distance required for bodily movement of the tooth is 107 mm. lf

the same wire is used ribbonwise the interbracket distance

required is 74 mm.




